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台北市立松山高中 104學年度第一學期第一次期中考高二英文試卷 

電腦閱卷答案卡未清楚正確劃記姓名班級座號者扣總分五分 

Magazine (Studio Classroom) 40% 

I. Listening Section10% 

 
Part 1  Pictures  
Listen to the questions. Then choose the best answer to this picture. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

1. __________ 

2. __________ 

 
Part 2  Best Response   
Choose the best response to each question or statement. 
 
3. A. Try not to pick up the calls. 

B. Maybe they’re using your phone. 
C. I’d like to buy a copy of your movie, too. 
D. Schedule your meeting for another time. 

 
4. A. Oh, I didn’t know she owned an art gallery. 

B. The audience really likes the play she wrote. 
C. I heard she designed the building we’re standing in. 
D. She’s very talented at making products by hand. 

 
5. A. I think so. I caught the fish early in the morning. 

B. I don’t think so. Some of them had worms inside. 
C. Yes, I managed to buy the bread fresh from the oven. 
D. No, none of the vegetables I bought lasted longer than a day. 

 
Part 3  Short Conversations   
Listen to the conversations. Then answer the questions. 
 
6. A. The man asked the woman to change jobs.  

B. The man asked the woman to help him with a problem.  
C. The woman asked the man how to do something else.  
D. The woman asked the man to change jobs.  

 
7. A. The new business should stop holding workshops.  

B. The new business should set up a website related to cooking.  
C. The new business should give out free food.  
D. The new business should hold more cooking workshops. 

 
 
8. A. He wants to stop using plates.  

B. He wants to eat food in the park every day.  
C. He wants to use plates that can be thrown away.  
D. He wants to buy a dishwashing machine to wash the nice plates. 
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Part 4  Short Talk  
Listen to the talk. Then choose the best answer to each question. 
 
9. A. To promote a new product. 

B. To explain how electronics work. 
C. To inform people about technology. 
D. To introduce people to a new store. 

 
10. A. Win a job to work at the store.  

B. Sell their old cellphones for cash. 
C. See electronics that were popular in the past. 
D. Buy special items that haven’t been sold before. 

 

II.  Reading Section 30% 

Part 1: Cloze 
(1) 

You may have heard of Gandhi or Mother Teresa, but do you know there is a girl of your age 

trying to make the world a better place to live in? Malala Yousafzai, the youngest Nobel Peace Prize 

winner, was shot by the Taliban when she was 15 years old. The reason that the Taliban committed 

this was because they were afraid that girls would no longer be obedient.   11   girls from 

receiving education, the Taliban even went so far as to blast schools.   12  , despite the threats, 

the bullets and the cruelty did not silence her. Now, she was eager not only to draw more attention 

to human rights but   13   educational foundations, believing that the pen is mightier than the 

sword. She stated that she would not shoot the Taliban to take revenge even if she had a gun. It was 

her generosity   14   made violence rather meaningless, and forgiveness rather significant. Her 

faith exploded in   15   after being widely broadcasted. After that, numerous people are 

encouraged to follow in Malala’s footsteps to further advocate for women’s rights and education.  

11. (A) Banned (B) Banning (C) Ban (D) Being banned 

12. (A) Therefore (B) However (C) Similarly (D) As a result 

13. (A) establish (B) establishing (C) to establish (D) established 

14. (A) in which (B) that (C) X (D) what 

15. (A) population (B) popularity (C) philosophy (D) publication 

(2) 

Though the art of gift giving varies from culture to culture, there are still some principles to 

stick to. In Europe, some companies forbid employees from accepting gifts. Namely, if employees 

receive gifts   16   the etiquette, they may be accused of taking bribes. However, if houseguests 

are invited to a French friend’s place, they are supposed to bring quality chocolates, macaroons or 

flowers for the host.   17  , it would be a totally different story in Egypt   18   flowers are 

associated with funerals and death. Besides, the Egyptians prefer packaged gifts   19   

unwrapped ones. To sum up, the art of gift giving should be   20   with the existing tradition. 

Otherwise, etiquettes would turn out to be faux pas. 

16. (A) regarding (B) as regards (C) regardless of (D) in this regard 

17. (A) Therefore (B) In addition (C) Nevertheless (D) As a result 

18. (A) which (B) ,which (C) where (D) ,where 

19. (A) to (B) than (C) not (D) but 

20. (A) compatible (B) elaborate (C) distinct (D) fascinating 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malala_Yousafzai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_pen_is_mightier_than_the_sword
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_pen_is_mightier_than_the_sword
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(3) 

Billions of plastic water bottles are used every year, only a small portion of   21   can be 

recycled. That’s totally not environmentally-friendly at all.   22  , most of the cost spent on 

bottled water is to pay for the bottle itself. How ridiculous! With this regard, Skipping Rocks Labs,   

23   by three young engineers, has conceived an innovative alternative to solving the problem. 

They invented a biodegradable membrane functioning as a container to replace plastic packaging. 

However, the   24   water container is faced with a fatal challenge—fragility.   25  , it is still a 

feasible way to revolutionize the whole industry. We are expecting a more eco-friendly method to 

be released.  

21. (A) it (B) them (C) which (D) water 

22. (A) What’s worse (B) Fortunately (C) On the contrary (D) As a result 

23. (A) found (B) founded (C) was found (D) which found 

24. (A) disposable (B) sensitive (C) majestic (D) symbolic 

25. (A) Instead (B) In addition (C) Even so (D) As a result 

(4) 

Where would you like to visit if you have a chance to visit Europe? Prague, which was once 

praised as one of the greatest European cities, draws locals and visitors   26   to its architecture 

and ambience. What makes the city so charming? The following   27   the wonders that make 

Prague memorable. First, Charles Bridge is definitely listed on the must-see attractions.   28   

with baroque statues of 30 religious figures, Charles Bridge is magical at any time. Second, a trip to 

Prague wouldn’t be complete without paying a visit to St. Vitus Cathedral, which boasts remarkable 

architectural landmarks. Third, the Vltava River. It is the center   29   the city develops. Vendors 

and tourists gather around the river,   30   it too splendid to miss. Book a flight ticket and start a 

wonderful journey. 

26. (A) alike (B) like (C) similar (D) the same 

27. (A) is (B) are (C) being (D) have been 

28. (A) Been lined (B) Lined (C) Lining (D) It is lined 

29. (A) what (B) which (C) where (D) on which 

30. (A) making (B) made (C) this makes (D) and making 

 

Part 2: Discourse  (一個答案只限填一次) 

A fragile B plentiful C illuminate D undivided 

E restrain F accomplish G drawbacks H efficiency 

I assortment J essential 

It’s fair that everyone has 24 hours a day. How come we are still out of time even when we 

are working around the clock? If you have this doubt, you may need good time-management skills 

to   31   this issue. Here are three tips to solve the problem. To begin with, prioritize the 

unfinished   32   of tasks. Though you may have endless lists of things to do, it is   33   to 

focus on the most important or the most urgent things. Second, schedule tasks and make a 

comprehensive plan according to your long-term goals. If you can pinpoint your goal, it would 
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boost your working   34  . Third, set deadlines and the rewards you will earn when you   35   

tasks. Our willpower may be   36   from time to time. Furthermore, it is impossible to pay   37   

attention to everything. However, making schedules will remind you when to finish attainable tasks. 

When you cannot   38   yourself from finding excuses, think about the rewards. In conclusion, 

don’t be hesitant to overcome your   39  . Constructive suggestions are in   40   supply. In this 

way, you will be given an extra edge over others.  

 

Focus on Level 4 pp.1－16   

III. Multiple Choice 16% 

41. The Central Epidemic Command Center claimed that patients with dengue fever should be 

__________ from the public. Otherwise, the contagious disease may spread quickly.  

 (A) arisen (B) fled (C) isolated (D) obtained 

42. Jody Chiang, a famous diva in Taiwan, demonstrated her great __________ to retire even 

though it was believed to be the toughest decision in her life. 

 (A) determination (B) adjustment (C) confusion (D) operation 

43. __________ of anti-curriculum guideline changes were launched to raise public awareness on 

Taiwanese history. A series of actions received widespread coverage. 

 (A) appointments (B) illustrations (C) shelters (D) campaigns 

44. A(n) __________ tragedy happened in the Formosa Fun Coast when flammable colored 

powders blew up in the air. The explosion was believed to be the most large-scale accident in 

New Taipei City.  

 (A) remarkable (B) tremendous (C) primitive (D) intellectual 

45. A Taiwanese popular TV host claimed that he had the __________ to voice out for same-sex 

marriage rights. He wished to gain more approval from the public.  

 (A) urge (B) crack (C) fort (D) beak 

46. With the __________ of solving ageing population, China plans to loosen strict birth control 

rules. The plan is expected to be implemented soon.  

 (A) establishment (B) formation (C) reception (D) intention 

47. Screen addiction has a great __________ on the youth who have spent excessive time on 

computer games. They should plug out and immerse in the real world.  

 (A) concentration (B) defense (C) emphasis (D) impact 

48. The German Prime minister’s act of taking selfies with refugees was regarded as a way to 

__________ other EU countries to open their borders to refugees. It’s an innovative way to 

persuade others.  

 (A) convince (B) criticize (C) consult (D) cease 

49. In the South Korea ferry disaster, the captain was widely criticized for his wrong decision of 

asking passengers not to __________ the ship. They should have left the capsizing ship. 

 (A) disturb (B) furnish (C) abandon (D) eliminate 

50. That Shinzo Abe, the Japanese Prime Minister, apologized over using young Asian women as 

sex slaves in World War II was definitely of great __________ to those who were sacrificed. It 

was an important progress.  

 (A) translation (B) impression (C) establishment (D) significance 

51. The Consumer Protection Committee was conducting a thorough __________ on whether the 

painting “The Face of Leonardo: Images of a Genius” was the genuine article or a replica. 

They tried to find out more information. 

 (A) investigation (B) identification (C) indication (D) intelligence 

52. A humble Taiwanese vegetable seller obtained great __________ from helping people in need. 

She confessed that it was more blessed to give than to receive. 

 (A) errands (B) expenditure (C) objections (D) satisfaction 
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53. Winnie made a(n) __________ to study hard so as to gain admission to her ideal college. She 

was so determined that frustrations and obstacles would never hinder her from working hard.  

 (A) analysis (B) preservation (C) resolution (D) domination 

54. Through the __________ 3D printing techniques, amputees are provided with the tailor-made 

robotic hands. The dramatic innovation is definitely a breakthrough in medical engineering.  

 (A) revolutionary (B) objective (C) intensive (D) conventional 

55. It has been a controversial issue for the EasyCard Co. to sell cards featuring a porn star. Though 

they were sold out immediately, many people think it was not an __________ marketing 

technique to boost sales. 

 (A) atomic (B) annual (C) appropriate (D) adequate 

 

Textbook  

IV. Cloze 16% 

A.   

With the rapid development of online communities, it’s much easier than before to find someone 

we want in a short time. All we need to do is just    56    online, upload his or her picture, and 

provide information about his or her background. Then we won’t have much trouble    57    the 

identity of that target person. That’s because the powerful search engines can make it possible to 

track down that person through the “footprints” he or she left on the Net, such as birthday, images, 

or friends. Such ways of searching are known    58    “human flesh search.” Those netizens 

who carry out human flesh search might be more efficient than    59    FBI agent could 

possibly be. For example, one man was    60    a dog, and his cruel behavior was recorded and 

uploaded online. As the film was posted and shared online quickly, it triggered the anger of the 

netizens.    61    the man to justice, netizens spent just 18 hours collecting sufficient 

information about the guy and reported him to Animal Rescue Team Taiwan, which forced the bad 

guy to apologize publicly. 

However, whether this way of searching is right    62    debatable. In the U.S., a girl 

became the target of the bullying not only at school but also on the Web. Even though she changed 

her screen name and deleted her Facebook account, those cyber-bullies still found the poor girl 

through different social media sites. After    63    over the Internet for months, the girl couldn’t 

stand the torture and committed suicide to end her misery. What a tragedy! Therefore, it is advisable 

that anyone who wants to carry out human flesh search in the name of justice    64    twice.    

56. (A) going  (B) go    (C) gone   (D) to going 

57.(A) know   (B) to know   (C) knowing   (D) known 

58. (A) for   (B) to    (C) by    (D) as  

59. (A) other   (B) any    (C) any other   (D) all other  

60. (A) seeing mistreating    (B) seeing mistreated 

(C) seen mistreating    (D) seen mistreated  

61. (A) Bring   (B) Bringing   (C) Brought   (D) To bring  

62.(A) depends on  (B) depending on  (C) remains   (D) remaining 

63. (A) bullying  (B) bullied   (C) was bullied  (D) being bullied  

64. (A) think   (B) thinks    (C) to think   (D) thinking  
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B. 

For a senior high school student in Taiwan, going to school is never an easy task.    65    he 

is interested in, he has no choice but to take all courses required. When going to school means 

coping with    66    pressure from schoolwork, students tend to see what they have to do as 

boring and avoid doing it, especially when they think what they learn can’t    67    immediately 

in their real life. Some hardworking students may follow their schedules and keep themselves    

68    . However, some students who don’t have specific goals in life may idle their days away and 

procrastinate studying for tests until the last moment. It doesn’t mean that those students are all lazy 

and irresponsible for what they have to do.    69   , some studies show that many procrastinators 

are actually perfectionists. They hope to do things well enough to prove they are capable but worry 

that their performance will never be as good as it should be, which may disappoint their parents and 

themselves. Therefore, they get into the habit of procrastinating. For them,    70   , it is more 

bearable to be criticized as disorganized than to be defined as incapable. In other words, it is   71    

everything perfectly that they become chronic procrastinators.   

65. (A) Which  (B) What       (C) Whoever   (D) Whatever 

66. (A) many a             (B) a large number of   

(C) a great deal of             (D) a plenty  

67. (A) get over   (B) come in handy     (C) pay back   (D) come along 

68. (A) to motivate (B) from motivating    (C) motivating  (D) motivated 

69. (A) However  (B) As a result      (C) In fact   (D) In addition 

70. (A) after all (B) above all       (C) in addition     (D) instead  

71. (A) they try to do      (B) because they try to do  

(C) they try doing         (D) because they try doing   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

背面尚有試題 
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V. Reading Comprehension 4% 

Facebook's "like" feature has been around for some time, and now there is talk of a "dislike" 

button, or at least an alternative to just "like", to be introduced. 

     "Over the years, people are asking for this. What we kind of have come to understand is that 

people aren't looking for an ability to down vote other people's posts. Instead, what they really want 

is to be able to express empathy," Zuckerberg said. "Not every moment is a good moment and if 

you are sharing something that is sad, whether it's something in current events, like the refugees 

crisis that touches you or if a family member passed away, then it may not feel comfortable to 'like' 

that post. But your friends and people want to be able to express that they understand and that they 

relate to you, so I do think it's important to give people more options." 

However, how could Facebook moderate its use? If it is as readily available as the current 

“like” button, surely trolls will have a field day disliking anything and everything people say. 

Selfies would receive scores of “dislike” from people who are opposed to the notion of self-love”. 

    The “dislike” feature could potentially cause panic and anxiety in folk who place significant 

value on social media. As with any new feature, it may have its downsides and we will all be the 

guinea pigs in this experiment to this new alternative to “like”. It may help show empathy towards 

people going through a rough time, but so would a private message.  

72.  What might the word “empathy” refer to? 

   (A) Compassion   (B) Disagreement   (C) Intimacy   (D) Criticism 

73.  What is the author’s attitude toward Facebook’s adding of a “dislike” button? 

 (A) He thinks that it might increase significant value on social media. 

 (B) He thinks that it might give people more options to express their opinions. 

 (C) He thinks that it might help to connect people and love each other. 

 (D) He thinks that it might cause online bullying to get worse.  

＊＊＊請將以下答案作答於答案卷上＊＊＊ 

VI. Vocabulary 17%  

1. Thousands of passengers were left s________ded at the airport because none of their planes 

could take off during such a stormy weather. 

2. There was an a_________ d moment when Tina wanted to yield her seat to a white-haired man 

but he flatly refused the offer. How embarrassed she was! 

3. Tears b_______red Jill’s vision as she read about the tragic story of those young victims who 

were severely injured in the dust explosion. 

4. In a fit of anger, the patient’s family used a________e language against the medics. He was 

thus charged with offense against reputation. 

5. Because the civil war has p________ted for years, it is estimated that over 220,000 Syrian 

civilians have fled to neighboring countries to ask for shelter and asylum. 

6. In order to satisfy the curiosity of the public, some media v_______e the privacy of celebrities, 

who feel that they have been attacked and suffer a loss of respect. 
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7. Without limbs, Nick Vujicic still holds an o__________c view toward his life. He always 

believes that good things will happen in the future. 

8. Your purchasing will take effect only when your handwriting signature c_________ds to that 

on your credit card. 

9. When you are faced with a big task, you should break down this giant project into smaller 

tasks instead of letting it o_________m you. 

10. When the MRT trains are a__________hing, all the passengers should stand behind the yellow 

line to ensure their safety. 

11. The picture of a three-year-old Syrian boy, who was found drowned near Turkish resort, 

aroused the worldwide s_________y. People feel deeply sorry for him. 

12. According to government s___________s, residents of Taipei spent NT$27,004 per person on 

a monthly basis, while the national average was at NT$19,978 last year. 

13. After the PE class, the classroom was filled with such a n________y smell that students would 

rather choose not to turn on the air-conditioner.  

14. With low-paid jobs and tremendous child-raising expenses, many young couples feel 

i_________e about their future and dare not give birth to children. 

15. The website allows you to take a v_________l tour of the art gallery, in which you may have a 

lifelike experience and interact with it, just like you are visiting the gallery in person. 

16. In winter, people take the c_______l off by wearing hats, scarfs, socks, gloves, or turning on 

the heater, etc.   

17. We were lucky to buy the house at a much lower price because its p__________s owner, from 

whom we bought it, was anxious to sell it before going abroad.  

 

VII. Translation 8% (請將畫線裡的詞語連同提示完整寫出) 

After a long and relaxed summer vacation, Roger came back to school as a sophomore 

student in a new class. He wished to take      (1)        (利用這個機會) to turn over a 

new leaf in his life. On the one hand, he planned to spend more time     in    (2)     (從事

學校社團活動). As the club president, he had to be in      (3)        (掌控每件事). For 

this new semester, he decided to make some changes in the      (4) across        (希望使

人有活潑的印象). He was quite confident because club members      (5)   in    (有許多

共同之處). However, his parents reminded him, “What     (6)  behind       (萬一你在課

業方面落後怎麼辦?) because you put too much time in your club?” Roger replied, “As         

(7)          (只要我好好的規畫時間), I feel convinced that I may end        (8)           

(最後每件事都做得好).”    
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 答案卷  

           Class_______ No_____ Name___________ 

VI. Vocabulary :  17%  

 

1. 2. 3. 4. 

5. 6. 7. 8. 

9. 10. 11. 12. 

13. 14. 15. 16. 

17. 

VII. Translation:  8%  

1.  

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 


